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Abstract 
A precise connection between  ,    / and 	  is reviewed. Implications for CKM unitarity and muon capture are 
discussed. The neutron electric dipole moment and CP violation in 
   are related.  Δ  2  oscillations are shown to 
probe the neutron’s Majorana nature and provide a possible paradigm for dark matter behavior. 
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Neutron properties probe the underlying principles of elementary particle physics. Here, I describe their utility for 
testing CKM unitarity, searching for Higgs boson induced CP violation and modeling Majorana dark matter 
behavior.
1. The ,  and  Master Relation [1,2,3] 
I begin by relating the neutron and muon lifetimes at the quantum loop level in the SU(2)L × U(1)Y Standard 
Model (SM) framework. Both the neutron   	
  ) and muon   
 decay amplitudes entail short-
disctance loop infinities that are renormalized using 	  	
/4√2 	    where   is the (finite) Fermi 
constant obtained from the muon’s lifetime [4] 
  2.196980322  10s  
                                                                                                                           (1) 
        1.16637876  10GeV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In terms of , the neutron decay rate (inverse lifetime) is given by [2] 
  %
|'|
1 ( 3
1 ( )*/2+                                                                                             (2) 
where 
%  1.6887                  (3) 
is a phase space factor that includes [1,2]: Fermi function effects, proton recoil, nucleon size corrections etc. 
     The RC in that expression denotes SM radiative corrections relative to muon decay that have not been absorbed 
into . Currently, the most precise calculations give [3]
     1 ( )*  1.03886 39                (4) 
with the ±0.04% uncertainty stemming mainly from the ,- box diagram. The parameter  . / is the ratio 
of axial and vector charged current   	 matrix elements at /
  0. Its value, somewhere between 1.27 – 1.28, 
deviates from 1 because of strong interaction renormalization of the axial-current compared to the unrenormalized 
conserved vector current.   can be directly determined experimentally using neutron decay final state 
asymmetries [5]. Theoretically, it should be obtainable from a first principles lattice QCD calculation. 
     The CKM matrix element, ', in eq. (2) is currently best obtained from super-allowed 0  0 nuclear beta 
decays [6] 
     |'|  0.9742511nuclear19                    (5) 
It contains a sub-dominant nuclear physics uncertainty which is kept under check by including many nuclear 
decays, spanning a broad range of 1, however, the nuclear uncertainty is still somewhat controversial. 
     A precise value of ' is needed to test the CKM unitary relation 
     |'|
 ( |' |
 ( |'!|
  1                   (6) 
where an “apparent” experimental deviation from 1 would signal the presence of “new physics” at the tree or 
quantum loop level. Currently, using  |'| in eq. (5) along with |' |  0.22539 obtained from 2 decays and 
(the rather negligible) |'!|
  1.5  10 leads to [7] 
     |'|
 ( |' |
 ( |'!|
  0.999944 ,                  (7) 
in remarkably good agreement with unitarity and showing no sign of “new physics”. 
     Eq. (7) has been used to constrain [7]: heavy quark or lepton mixing, excited -" bosons, supersymmetry, 
charged Higgs properties etc. Validating the precision for '  used in that constraint requires further nuclear 
physics scrutiny. Alternatively, one can bypass the nuclear uncertainties by employing neutron beta decay. In that 
approach, one uses the “Master Relation” [2,3] 
     |'|
  4908.71.9s ⁄ 1 ( 3
                               (8) 
derived from eqs. (1) – (4). It allows for a determination of |'| via  and  measurements. The uncertainty 
(±0.04%) comes from the RC in eq. (4). It could be improved to about ±0.025% by more aggressive theoretical 
studies and perhaps further reduced by as yet unforeseen computational breakthroughs. 
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     To be competitive with eq. (5), the values of  and  in eq. (8) should be measured (separately) to about 
±0.01% accuracy, leaving the RC as the dominant uncertainty and addressing lingering questions about the nuclear 
uncertainties. Of course, those goals for  and   are quite challenging, given the current state of the art, ±0.1% 
precision, and considering their historical variation in time. Indeed, as recent as 2008, the PDG gave ave 
885.78s and ave  1.269529 , values that seemed reasonable. However, by 2012, the PDG average had 
shifted to ave  880.11.1s with significant differences between beam and bottled neutron lifetimes [8]. If CKM 
unitarity is to be preserved, that suggests a coming shift in  to about 1.275, which is consistent with the single 
best (recent) value [9] from Perkeo II,   1.275513. Fortunately, many new  and  experiments are being 
planned with ±0.01% accuracy goals in mind. Perhaps those fundamental neutron parameters will be finally nailed 
down. 
     Of course,   and   play other important roles in physics besides determining ' . They are needed for: 
constraining the number of “effective” neutrinos from primordial nucleosynthesis, computing solar and reactor 
neutrino fluxes, testing the Goldberger-Treiman relation and Bjorken sum rule, parametrizing the proton spin 
content etc. In addition, the value of  is needed, in conjunction with a recent ±1% measurement of the muon 
(singlet) capture in Hydrogen [10] 
     Λ  6	  7  714.9 8 7.4s                                          (9) 
and the electroweak radiative corrections [11] to extract the induced nucleon pseudoscalar coupling 
     $exp  8.3448exp 91 ( 7.0-1.2750)]              (10) 
For  : 1.275, the experimental value is in excellent agreement with the chiral perturbation theory prediction 
$th  8.2623. I note that both $ and  should be useful benchmark tests for the accuracy of precision lattice 
QCD calculations. Early lattice studies generally found lattice to be small. However, more recent studies [12] at 
about ±7% have found better agreement between theory and experiment. Future confrontation at the ±1% level 
should prove interesting. 
2.   The Neutron EDM 
In renormalizable theories such as the SM, dimension 5 operators such as anomalous magnetic moments and 
electric dipole moments (edms) are not present at the tree level. However, finite calculable moments will be 
induced by quantum loop effects. In the case of edms, P & T violation is required. Those discrete symmetries are 
violated in the SM, but the loop effects are high order and suppressed to an unobservably small level (for existing 
experimental sensitivities). Therefore, the observation of any non-zero edm would signal the detection of “new 
physics” with potentially large CP violation. Such a discovery could significantly impact our understanding of the 
matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe. 
Currently, searches for electron and neutron edms give rise to the most restrictive bounds [13] 
     |;| < 1  10
*
 cm
                     (11) 
     |;| < 3  10

 cm
Future experiments are expected to improve those sensitivities by more than 2 orders of magnitude. In addition, 
storage ring experiments using protons, deuterons and other charged states have been projected to reach similar 
sensitivity levels. 
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     A potentially interesting new source of CP violation could come from the loop induced Higgs  ,, amplitude 
via a small pseudoscalar component. Embedding that effective interaction into a ,-fermion-antifermion loop would 
then lead to an edm. 
     The possibility of CP violation in the ?,, vertex has been discussed to motivate polarized ,,  ? facilities 
and recently by Voloshin [14] as a possible feature of ?  ,, decays that might be measured through final state 
polarizations. Here, I want to describe why edm searches are a much more powerful means of exploring CP 
violation in the effective ?,, vertex. The basic idea is motivated by the work of McKeen, Pospelov and Ritz [15]. 
     In the SM - and top loops induce an effective ?@+@+ coupling that gives rise to a predicted branching ratio 
A)?  ,, : 2.3  10 . The ?,,  effective vertex also contributes to lepton anomalous magnetic dipole 
moments giving a 2 loop SM contribution [16] of roughly (for , : 126 GeV) 
     B? : 2  10
                               (12) 
     B? : 5  10
which are well below experimental sensitivities [13]. 
     New physics can modify the ?,, vertex by changing the ?@+@+  coupling by a factor of  1 ( B cos D or 
inducing a CP violating pseudoscalar coupling ?@+@E+  (where  @E+  F+-.@-./2 ) with relative strength 
B sin D. The strength of CP violating /CP conserving new physics is given by tan D. 
     The overall effect of the new interaction is to modify the ?  ,, branching ratio 
     A)?  ,, : 2.3  1091 ( B cos D
 ( B sin D
K.                (13) 
The effect may be observable at the LHC if  |B cos D | L 0.10  or  |B sin D | L 0.45. In the case of anomalous 
magnetic moments, the shift in eq. (12) by about 1 ( B cos D like eq. (12) itself will be unobservable. However, 
the induced electron edm (crudely estimated by analogy with eq. (12)) 
     |;| : 10
|B sin D|
 cm                 (14) 
is already at the experimental sensitivity level and gives the rough bound 
     |B sin D| M 0.1                   (15) 
In the case of nucleons, one expects ; : N;$ isovector and (crudely) 
     |;| : 5  10
|B sin D|
 cm                    (16) 
A better estimate will require a lattice gauge theory calculation and some knowledge of the UV behavior of the 
“new physics”. In the future, one will explore |B sin D| as low as 10 with the electron, neutron and perhaps 
proton. So, edms will provide a most sensitive, perhaps unique window to Higgs induced CP violation. Also, if 
seen, the edms will be our only access to the ?

, ?OOP  and ?;; couplings. 
3. QR  S TTU Oscillations 
      Baryon number violating interactions near or somewhat above the TeV scale, as in for example some Grand 
Unified Theories [17] could lead to off-diagonal ΔA  2 terms (parametrized by W) in the  N P mass matrix 
     X  W/2W/2  Y                (17) 
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where the diagonal   and P  masses are degenerate by CPT. Diagonalization leads to 45°  mixing with mass 
eigenstates 
     |" [  | [ 8|P [/√2                    (18) 
and nearly degenerate masses  
     "   8 W/2                    (19) 
     In that scenario,  N P oscillations will occur within vacuum period 
     \/  
012                       (20) 
(and much more highly suppressed in nuclei [18]). The current experimental bound \/ L 103s then implies 
W M 4  10
eV. For comparison, the 24 N 25 mass difference is : 3.5  10eV. 
     Future experiments may improve \/  sensitivity by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. That limited domain is 
unfortunate, since  N P oscillations and  N P transitions in nuclei are our only known experimental windows to 
∆A  2 effects. 
     A not so well appreciated feature of the above formalism is that the |" [ states in eq. (18) are Majorana states, 
spin ½ and self-conjugate. Can neutrons really be Majorana states? That nomenclature certainly applies to |" [
which carry 0 baryon number and have no electromagnetic dipole or vector current interactions but only axial-
vector and transition moment interactions. The more familiar  & P states would not be mass eigenstates and 
would manifest “effective” dipole moments that we measure in the lab. 
     The above Majorana neutron scenario would be a wonderful discovery, confirming the existence of ∆A  2
interactions. In addition, it may be taken as an interesting dark matter paradigm [19], if dark matter stems from 
spin ½ neutral fermions ^  and their antiparticles U^  (leptons or bound hadrons) cosmically stabilized by a 
conserved quantum number _ (darkness), the analog of baryon number. Then ^ and U^ will maximally mix from 
∆_  2 effects in a mass matrix like eq. (17). If the SM off diagonal amplitude is relatively large, fast oscillations 
will occur between ^ and U^. Decays ^  ^ ( ` may also occur, leaving the lighter ^ as the dominant form of 
dark matter. 
     Those heavy (non-relativistic) Majorana states will not have vector interactions or dipole moments, making 
them hard to detect in underground recoil experiments. They may have axial-vector interactions that give rise to 
spin dependent nuclear interactions. Majorana dark matter may turn out to be harder to decipher than originally 
imagined. 
Conclusions 
     Precision studies of  and  along with searches for ; and \/  test the SM at its quantum loop level and 
probe for  “new physics” effects. Future ±0.01% precision experimental goals for  and  would definitively test 
CKM unitarity (independent of nuclear physics) while at the same time advancing our technical precision skills. 
Either discovery of a fundamental neutron edm or observing  N P oscillations would be revolutionary, requiring 
many follow-up efforts for confirmation and exploration of the underlying physics. The combined need for solid, 
accurate measurements and motivation for exotic phenomena searches make the neutron a wonderful laboratory for 
exploration. 
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